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INT. SCENE ONE - EVENING1 1

Audience walk into a dark tunnel to find themselves in an 

apocalyptic new age where Jen and Tom are the only ones left. 

We see them staring at a screen playing a film.

TOM

Where are my memories? Thrown away

with the ebbing and flowing of the

tide; it's all a sheet of white in

my mind. Did I ever live? Did I ever

love?

JEN

How did I get here? Why can't I

remember? This film is the only

thing holding my new memories

because the past- well- it's gone. I

know I'm Jen, I know it's Earth; but

wasn't there people- wasn't there

life?? Was it all a fever dream? I

have so many questions.

TOM

Questions, questions, questions,

flooding my mind left and right- I

DON'T KNOW OKAY! How I'm here; why

I'm here.

(sighs)

The emptiness frustrates me so much.

I'm the only one left; only one on

this void godforsaken planet.

JEN

Just to see another person,

(forced short laugh "ha")

I swear it'd be a miracle. Just to

talk and get a reply for once. To

not be so lonely.

(pauses)

Look at me- being so negative and

pathetic.

(stern with herself)

No. Giving up now is not an option.

TOM

I'm just so angry and tired. The

days come and go and I'm still here

alone. Is it a sign of redemption or

karma? Who knows.
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INT. SCENE TWO - EVENING2 2

The recognition of the other person within their films.

TOM

(surprise and distress)

Hold on, rewind the tape. What was

that? Was that a person? Am I

hallucinating? It's probably just my

imagination, I'm the only one left

aren't I?...Aren't I?!

JEN

Hey look, that shadow looks like a

another person.

(starts laughing and 

talking to the ceiling)

Nice job universe! Nearly got my

hopes up again- well nice try but it

won't work this time.

JEN SEES THE SHADOW AGAIN AND REALISES IT IS NOT JUST A 

WARPED SHADOW. HER FACE TWISTS INTO AN EXPRESSION OF TEAR 

FILLED JOY.

JEN

It-it can't be. I'm not alone? I'm

not alone! Who is it? Who is this

person? I need to know.

SHE IS EXCITABLE, JUMPING IN PURE ECSTASY

TOM

If this is a mirage; it is a

beautiful one.

(under his breath, half 

whispering in amazement)

Someone else, there's someone else.

I've got to find her; find

her...now!

TOM EXITS

JEN

That last bit of video was taken not

too long ago- they could be close

by! I need to find them. I just need

to.

JEN ALSO EXITS
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*TOM AND JEN AT THIS POINT WILL TAKE HALF OF THE AUDIENCE 

EACH WITH THEM AS THEY RACE AROUND THE MUSEUM. SO WHEN I 

WRITE TOM'S VIEW IT WILL BE HIS LINES AS HE WALKS AROUND THE 

MUSEUM AND THE SAME FOR JEN'S

INT. SCENE THREE - TOM’S VIEW - EVENING3 3

Tom will start by heading out of the art gallery to the 

balcony where the stairs are. He stands looking at the 

dragons.

TOM

(is extremely confused, 

beginning to remember his 

past)

It's just all so familiar. The deja

vu is incredible. I feel like I've

known this woman all my life... I'm

feeling love like I've loved her

since the beginning of time! She's

triggered something in my brain,

everything around me aren't just

objects anymore- they're little

memories of us!

(get's distracted by the 

dragon- excited)

Wait- I think I had one of these!

(gesturing to the dragon)

Yes...yes his name was...Walter!

(laughing)

Wow it just seems like forever and a

day ago. She had one too; we would

race them for hours, our hair going

crazy in the wind, laughing loud for

all the world to witness.

(pause)

(moment of recognition)

She was there.

She was there!!

HE WALKS THE AUDIENCE DOWN THE STAIRS TO THE HISTORY EXHIBIT, 

JUST WALKING AROUND IN AMAZEMENT

(passing different objects 

and photos)

THIS IS MORE GENERAL AS IN THE REHEARSAL I WILL SHOW THE 

ACTOR WHERE TO GO BUT IT WILL BE A SHORT JOUNEY.
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TOM

(talking to himself, 

mumbling)

We went on that boat!

I saw her for that first time here.

The immediate magic of her was just

overwhelming- she was seasick and I

took her inside the ship to get

cleaned up when there was a

thunderous crack and I woke up

floating on a wooden door, the ship

was wrecked. I couldn't see her

anywhere so after frantically

looking for her for over 3 hours I

swam to shore.

I was then apprehended by two guards

who said they were taking me to the

princess to decide my fate and I

thought I was doomed. But it was

her. She called on me, thanking me

for saving her life and asked me

what I do for a living. I said

proudly- I'm an artist! And she said

"maybe you'll paint me one day."

I replied. "of course my princess,

any time"

(recognition moment)

Any time indeed- I did paint her! It

was a different time I think

though...And the painting's

upstairs!

HE GOES UPSTAIRS TO THE PAINTNG WHERE HE HEARS JEN CALL 

HELLO. (Scene 4 begins)

INT. SCENE THREE - JEN’S VIEW - EVENING3A 3A

Jen will hover around the art exhibit. She walks the hallways 

of the art exhibition with a newfound amazement. This is 

taking place at the same time as Tom is saying his scene 

above.

JEN

There's someone else here... There's

someone else here!!

Oh my God I can't believe it. Who is

he? It's like I know everything

about him already.

(a bit self conscious- 

excited)
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Do I look okay? I mean he can excuse

a bad hair day- we have been through

an apocalypse after all!

(she laughs, walks past 

the painting of the blonde 

haired lady with the 

child)

JEN SUDDENLY HALTS AND GOES BACK TO STAND STOCK STILL IN 

FRONT OF THE PAINTING.

(filled with a strong 

sense of sadness and 

longing)

Oh sweet Emilia.

(pause)

I remember he wanted a painting of

me so badly; he was leaving to start

a business in Brazil, said he

couldn't live without me- and so if

I couldn't go then at least he could

look after my beautiful face day

after day to give him a reason for

it all- and know the prize waiting

for him at home.

(pause)

So as he sat down to paint me, I

began to paint a picture of him in

my mind too. He was the little piece

of me I never knew I was

missing...and never wanted to leave.

(smiles)

But then it was the funniest thing-

a little girl comes bounding up to

me and says "are you a princess?".

And of course right on cue he says

"oh yes my dear she truly is"

staring so lovingly. It was very

cute- very embarrassing too though!

The little girl then said her name

was Emilia and she was only 4. I

didn't know he painted her too...

(recognition hits her)
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He's the man from the video. He's

got to be. I wonder who he is this

time? I've got to check the video

again...

SHE WALKS BACK INTO THE GALLERY AGAIN. (Scene 4 begins)

INT. SCENE FOUR - CLIMAX - EVENING4 4

JEN RETURNS TO THE GALLERY AND STANDS ON THE SIDE OF THE DEAD 

PARAKEET SQUARE CLOSEST TO THE EXHIBIT WHERE IT ALL BEGAN. 

SHE HEARS A NOISE.

JEN

HELLO, HELLO?

(she looks around 

frantically and sits on 

the floor head on her 

knees)

TOM FINALLY ROUNDS THE CORNER AND THE TWO MEET. TOM STOPS 

STILL IN SHOCK

TOM

(shouting across the 

parakeet square to Jen)

hey you!

SHE LOOKS UP, FACE ARRAY WITH SHOCK AND STANDS. THE TWO ARE 

NOW FACING EACH OTHER ON OPPOSITE SIDES. THEY ARE HESISTANT; 

THEIR FLASHBACKS FROM BEFORE STILL NOT PIECING TOGETHER THAT 

THEY KNOW EACH OTHER. JEN IS HESITANT TO TRUST TOM, AFRAID HE 

MAY BE SOMETHING SUPERNATURAL OR A HALLUCINATION.

JEN

(hesitantly)

Who are you?

TOM

My name's Tom; what's yours?

JEN

Jen. How are you here?

TOM

I'm not sure; I just woke up and my

memory-

JEN

Gone? Yeah, it was the same with me.

THEY CIRCLE THE FIELD OF PARAKEETS SLOWLY, THE AUDIENCE ARE 

SITTING ON THE OPPOSITE SIDES (THERE WILL BE CHAIRS MAYBE?)
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JEN

(taking a deep breath- 

still unsure)

I thought it was only me here. I

really did. Have you seen anyone

else?

TOM

Nope, it's just been you. I thought

it was just me too. I can't believe

it- this is so crazy.

INT. SCENE FIVE - EVENING5 5

THE RECOGNITION OF THEIR PAST LIVES AND HOW THEY ARE 

SOULMATES- HOW EACH OF THEIR LOVE STORIES OVER TIME END WITH 

THEIR TOUCH.

JEN

It really is. What's even crazier is

that I've been having these weird

flashbacks; it's me and you again

and again; I'm in a renaissance

ballgown...

TOM

... waltzing through the hall!

1,2,3; we were a storm on the dance

floor. I remember thinking I was so

lucky to even be in your presence.

Then later on- maybe around the 18th

century I see you again, same

beautiful face but this time we're

in a factory- was I running it? I

can't be sure but you were-

JEN

(remembering in glee and 

amazement)

-mending shoes! You were in charge

of the whole operation. And the

picnic date in the park-

Sees Tom's confused face.

JEN

Oh crap, never mind, think that was

someone else actually...

(swiftly moves on)

Do you remember when I was a

Suffragette? I met you at the parade

and you took the sign off me to hold
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proudly in the air. I think I loved

you.

TOM

And do you? Still?

JEN

I think so; it's like we're

soulmates see. I remember us

scattered across the past, these

artifacts around us- they're all

little pieces of of our lifetime!

Unbelievably magic.

THEY STOP CIRCLING

TOM

I love you too Jen. I've loved you

across a thousand pasts, and I

really hope to a thousand futures

too. It's so mad how we've ended up

here but I don't think I'd have it

any other way.

INT. SCENE 6 - EVENING6 6

JEN HAS AN UNEASY FEELING AS TOM BEGINS TO WALK TOWARDS HER.

JEN

(quietly to herself)

But then why does my memory keep

restarting and starting again

entirely blank? Why didn't we just

continue throughout history if we're

immortal? Last thing I remember each

time is-

(she pauses, gulps, 

recognition shines in 

horror on her face)

-he went to hold me. If he touches

me the timeline resets. No, no , no,

no. TOM STAY BACK.

TOM

What?

JEN

Every time we've kissed or held each other the timeline has 

reset! That's the curse! Listen to me- don't you dare come 

near. 

(she is adamant and stern)
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TOM

Come on Jen, let's just get it over

with. In the next life we might be

able to touch! I can't do it like

this.

JEN

Don't. Just don't Tom; come on; we

don't know if it's even guaranteed.

TOM

Okay sure. Can I show you something?

He motions to her and they walk to the Horizon painting.

TOM

I did this for you Jen. Remember

this day? Well here it is forever.

Across time we've left a little bit

of us in everything here. It's time

to create more memories. Do you

trust me?

Jen nods nervously, suspicious.

TOM

So on the count of three?

JEN

(sighs with a grin)

Sure.

They count to three but on two, Tom pokes Jen.

JEN

Oh you cheeky little -

They both slump to the floor.

FADE OUT

THE END :)


